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8 6 4 ECONOMIC SUSTAINABILITY AND MANAGEMENT ISSUES OF 
TRAWL FISHING IN GUJARAT 
D.B.S. Sehara 
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, Cochin - 682 014, India 
Gujarat is one of the major fish producing 
maritime states of India with a coast line of about 
1.600 km and continental shelf area of 1.65 lakh 
sq.km. It provides over 2 lakh sq.km of Indian 
Exclusive Economic Zone. Of the ten coastal 
districts in the State, Junagadh. Amreli, Jamna-
gar, Valsad and Kutch are leading in marine fish 
production. 
There are about 210 marine fishing villages 
and almost equal number of fish landing centres 
along the Gujarat coast. Of the total fish produc-
tion of India (about 4.8 million tonnes), Gujarat 
accounts for about 15 %. Presently marine fish 
production in the State is over 6 lakh tonnes 
which accounts for 90 % of the total production 
obtained from marine and inland sectors. About 
94 % of marine fish production comes from the 
mechanised and motorised sectors. About 300 
species of marine finfish and shellfish, are availa-
ble in Gujarat waters. Bombayduck, pomfret, 
seerflsh, croakers, shark, Coilia, catfish, shrimps 
cmd ribbonflsh are prominent marine fish resour-
ces. The marine fishable stock of Gujarat is esti-
mated at about 7.73 lakh tonnes. 
About 22,600 fishing boats are associated 
with marine fisheries sector along Gujarat coast, 
of this, 25 %, are trawlers, 14 %, gillnetters, 20 % 
motorised crafts, 3 % other mechanised and 38 
% non-mechanised crafts. Medium and small 
trawlers fish within the 80 m depth contour. Mari-
ne fisheries development has led to the threat of 
over exploitation in the inshore waters. Catch per 
unit effort of trawlers has been steadily declining 
which is the result of increasing strength of these 
units and the use of small mesh size for the trawl-
net especially at the cod end. Inspite of decline in 
catch per unit, increasing fish prices are able to 
maintain operational surplus at a reasonable 
level which lures the prospective investors to pro-
cure mechanised units gmd compete for the open 
access resources. 
In comparison to the other types of units, 
trawlers have higher magnitude of fish landings 
and are reported to make greater profits. 
Moreover, the investment in a trawler is conside-
rably high. The increasing number would affect 
the resources adversely in the long run since the 
increase in the number of these units does not 
match with the growth in fish landings in the 
State. The costs and earnings study of trawlers 
therefore, is essential to ensure proper invest-
ment in these units. The present study aims at 
analysing economic sustainability of trawlers in 
Gujarat and suggesting some management mea-
sures for Judicious operations of these units. 
Data collected for this study comprise both 
the primary and time series data. Primary data 
collection on economic parameters of trawl opera-
tions was confined to four major trawl landing 
centres in Saurashtra region namely Veraval, 
Mangrol, Porbandar and Okha. Five per cent of 
the trawl units available in a centre formed the 
sample. By observing units at random basis the 
data were collected for one full fishing season 
during 1994-'95. Frequency of data collection 
was once a week throughout the season. Besides 
analysing economic parameters of trawl fishe-
ries, an attempt has been made to project its futu-
re prospects in Gujarat. 
Fish landing by trawlers in Gujarat 
With the increasing number of trawlers their 
contribution in total fish production has also 
increased during the recent years. Table 1 
depicts the contribution of trawlers in marine 
fish landings in Gujarat. 
The above Table shows that while contribu-
tion of all powered boats touched 96 % level of 
total marine fish production, the contribution of 
trawlers rose to 65 % during 1994-'95. 
TABLE l. Contribution of trawlers in marine Jish landings of 
Gujarat 
Type of unit Fish landings (lakh tonnes) 
1992-'93 1993-'94 1994-'95 
Trawlers 
Total powered 
boats 
All boats 
3.56(58.5) 3.70(59.7) 4.2(65.1) 
5.71(93.8) 5.81(93.7) 6.18(95.8) 
6.09 (100) 6.20 (100) 6.45 (100) 
The figures in parentheses show % contribution in annual 
fish production. 
The Table 2 presents the number of trawlers 
in Gujarat and catch per unit landed in the 
recent years. 
TABLE 2. Declining trend oj catch per trawler in Gujarat 
Particulars 1992-'93 1993-'94 1994-'95 
Number of trawl units 3.456 3,941 4,634 
Annual catch per unit 103 94 90 
(In tonnes) 
As the number of trawl units increased, the 
catch per unit declined in Gujarat. The seconda-
ry data collected by the CMFRl also show that 
catch per trip of trawlers came down from 2,107 
kg during 1991 to 1,811 kg during 1995. 
The major catch components of trawlers are 
given in Table 3. 
TABLE 3. Catch corr^onents of a trawler in Gujarat 
Name of fish groups 1 of total catch 
1994 1995 
Elasmobrachs 
Clupeioids 
Perches 
Croakers 
Ribbon fish 
Soles 
Penaeid prawns 
Non-penaeid prawns 
Other crustaceans 
Cephalopods 
Others 
2.9 
4.9 
7.4 
17.4 
11.8 
2.0 
7.5 
20.5 
4.9 
8.4 
12.3 
3.0 
5.4 
6.2 
16.H 
10.5 
2.4 
9,:i 
17.;< 
5.:i 
6.7 
17.1 
Total catch (lakh tonnes) 4.5 4.2 
Source : CMFRl (data exclude Kutch region). 
Several important species in terms of quan-
tity and quality are available in Gujarat waters. 
Trawl landings comprise mainly of demersal and 
column species. In terms of quantity, shrimps, 
croakers and ribbon fishes are important. 
Trawl landings in Saurashtra 
Gujarat has been represented by three 
distinct regions namely, Saurashtra, Kutch and 
South Gujarat. The Gulf of Cambay and the Gulf 
of Kutch make Saurashtra region very produc-
tive for marine fish resources. Mainly, the coastal 
regions of Jamnagar, Rajkot, Bhavanagar, Amre-
li and Junagadh districts represent Saurashtra 
for marine fish production. 
In Saurashtra, concentration of trawlers is 
found in three districts, namely Jamnagar, Amre-
li and Junagadh. The total number of trawlers 
increased from 1,202 during 1982 to 3,542 
during 1994 (Table 4). 
TABLE 4 Increased trend of number oJ trawlers in 3 districts 
in Saurashtra region 
Year Jamnagar Amreli Junagadh Total for 
Saurashtra 
1982-'83 
1987-'88 
1992-'93 
1993-'94 
1994-'95 
49 
87 
115 
116 
116 
120 
133 
167 
170 
176 
1,033 
1,226 
2,183 
2,622 
3.250 
1,202 
1,446 
2,468 
2,908 
3,542 
There were about 4,630 trawlers along the 
Gujarat coast during 1994-'95, of which 75% 
was found operating in Saurashtra region alone. 
The high concentration of trawlers (70 % of the 
total number) is found in Junagadh District. 
(Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. Growth of mechanised boats and trawlers in Sau-
rashtra (1984 to 1994). 
The figure shows that there has been conti-
nuous increase in the number of mechanised 
boats as well as trawlers in Saurashtra during 
the recent years. Of the total number of about 
9,000 mechanised boats in Saurashtra during 
1994-'95, the trawlers accounted for 39 %. About 
3,250 trawlers operate along the coast of Juna-
gadh District alone. 
TABEL 5. Ckntrlbution of Saurashtra in total trawl landings of 
Gi^arat during 1995 
Region 
Saurashtra 
Gujarat 
Landings in 
Saurashtra as 
% of those in 
Gujarat 
Landings (in tonnes) 
Multiday 
trawlers 
1,76.809 
1,76,809 
100% 
Daily 
trawlers 
59,141 
78,279 
7 6 % 
All types 
of units 
3,66,172 
4,96,436 
74% 
Source : Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute. Cochin. 
All the multiday trawlers and 76 % of the 
daily trawlers of Gujarat are found to operate in 
Saurashtra region (Table 5). Of the total marine 
fish catch of Saurashtra region 64 % is lemded by 
the trawl units whereas this proportion is a little 
more than 50 % for the whole Gujarat landings. 
Thus, in Saurashtra, trawlers have a significant 
place in terms of number (of units) as well as 
their contribution to total fish production. 
Economics of trawlers in Gujarat 
The investment in fisheries is of low magnitu-
de in comparison to other sectors of economy 
though fish is a rich source of protein and a valua-
ble source of foreign exchange. As the fishing 
shifted from subsistence to commercial occupa-
tion, mechanisation of crafts got prime importan-
ce. Various promotional policies of the Central 
and the State governments and financial 
assistance from World Bank and financial institu-
tions on liberal conditions were responsible for 
rapid increase in the number of mechanised 
units in Gujarat. The lucrative returns from 
fishing at the initial stages prompted entrepre-
neurs to Invest in mechanised units, especially 
in trawl units. Due to addition of mechanised 
units in inshore waters, there developed heavy 
competition among different types of units as 
they share common Inputs and fishery resources. 
The high-rent resources are under the threat 
of over-exploitation. To make up input cost and 
in a bid to get higher returns on capital invest-
ment the trawlers are venturing non-
conventional fishing grounds. To economise ope-
rations, the units are observing multiday fishing. 
Still there is rush for catching high-rent 
resources like prawns and cephalopods within 
70-80 m depth contour. How best trawlers per-
form in the competitive environment, depends on 
many factors such as size auid condition of boat, 
HP of engine, number of crew, experience of the 
crew and the memagerlal capacity of the unit 
owners. The returns, of course, depend on catch 
composition and fish price which In turn, is 
influenced by demand and supply of fish. Opera-
tional surplus is an important Income compo-
nent since It Is utilised for payment of rent of 
Input resources and services used. 
Investment and sunk-cost of trawlers 
Traditional as well as new types of trawl nets 
(Disco trawl) are being operated off Saurashtra. 
The mesh size of these nets Is recorded as small 
as 8 mm at cod end and as big as 150 mm at the 
opening of the net. The crafts, made of Malaysian 
wood. Babul and Shad wood, vary from 12 to 17 
m In length, 3 to 5 m in width and 2 to 3 m in 
depth. Ashok Leyland. Ruston and Field Marshal 
are some of the popular brands of inboard engi-
nes of these crafts. The power of the engine 
varies from 58 to 110 BHP. 
The acquisition cost of a trawl unit during 
1994-'95 averaged Rs. 9.7 lakhs Including that of 
boat (Rs. 5 lakh), engine (Rs. 2.8 lakh), major 
and minor accessories (Rs. 1.4 lakhs) and gear 
(Rs. 0.50 lakh) (Table 6). 
TABLE 6. investment (In Rs.) on a trawler (1994-'95) 
Item 
Boat and engine 
Gear 
Major accessories 
Miscellaneous Items 
Total 
Investment 
7,80,000 
50,000 
1,00,000 
40,000 
9,70,000 
Depreciation 
78,000 
16.665 
33,333 
20,000 
1,47.998 
For calculating depreciation on various 
items, boat and engine were depreciated at the 
rate of 10 % per annum, gear and major accesso-
ries at 33.33 % and other Items at 50 %. The 
annual depreciation amounted to Rs. 1,47,998. 
Other components of fixed cost, namely, opportu-
nity cost of capital, repairs and maintenance and 
insurance premium worked out at Rs. 1,45,500 
Rs. 40,000 and Rs. 27,000 respectively. Thus the 
annual fixed cost of a trawl unit averaged Rs. 
3,60,498. 
Operational costs and income realisation 
Almost all the trawlers keep their fishing acti-
vities off during monsoon (June to August) in Sau-
rashtra region. During this period major repairs, 
painting and replacement of parts of 
craft/gear/engine are arranged by the trawler 
owners. After the commencement of fishing sea-
son in September, trawlers conduct single day 
fishing trips for a period of about one month in 
the 30-50 m depth. The voyage fishing of 6-8 
days a trip is carried out even in 60-80 m depth. 
In a trawl unit, 5-8 persons form the crew. In 
most of the units, the owners of the boats do not 
Join the crew for fishing as they find themselves 
engaged in management of shore-based arrange-
ments related to input supply and marketing of 
fish. During the period under study, the average 
number of crew in a trawler was 6.7. The operatio-
nal cost components of a trawl unit during 
1994-'95 in Saurashtra coast are given in Table 7. 
TABLE 7 Components of annual operational cost (1994-'95) 
Items of operational cost 
Labour for fishing 
Fuel (dlesel, lubricant etc.) 
Food Eind bata (on bosird) 
Ice, salt etc. (for preservation) 
Repairs/maintenance (day-to-day) 
Mairketing & mlscellEineous 
(transport, L/ul etc.) 
Total 
Annual cost/charges (Rs.) 
1,37,333 
1,70,512 
36,958 
48,718 
53,758 
1,14,095 
5,61,374 
(24.4 %) 
(30.4 %) 
(6.6 %) 
(8.7 %) 
(9.6%) 
(20.3%) 
annual fishing hours to 1.400. The total landings 
of a unit worked out at 79.4 tonnes valued at Rs. 
10.31 lakhs during the fishing season (Sept. "94 
to May "95). Total coast of fishing (total of operatio-
nal and sunk costs) was calculated at Rs. 9.22 
lakhs. 
Operational surplus and net profit 
Operational surplus of a trawler (gross inco-
me realised from the sale proceeds of the fish 
minus the cost of fishing operations) was Rs. 4.7 
lakhs in Saurashtra during 1994-'95. Annual pro-
fit of a trawl unit worked out to Rs. 1,09 lakhs 
(Table 8). 
TABLE 8. Costs and earnings of a trawler 
Number of annual fishing days 
Annual fishing hours 
Total catch (tonnes) 
Gross income (Rs. lakhs) 
Operational expenses (Rs. lakhs) 
Sunk-cost (Rs. lakhs) 
Total (annual) cost (Rs. lakhs) 
Operational surplus (Rs. Isikhs) 
Annual profits to owner (Rs. lakhs) 
200 
1400 
79.40 
10.31 
5.61 
3.61 
9.22 
4.70 
1.09 
The annucil number of fishing days of a trawl 
unit in Saurashtra region averaged to 200 and 
Comparative economic performance of traw-
lers at selected centres 
Major centres selected for input and output 
data collection from trawl units include Veraval, 
Magrol, Porbandar and Okha. About 55 % of 
total fish landings in marine sector of Gujarat 
come from these centres. Most of the trawlers In 
these centres conduct multiday fishing in 60-80 
m depth zone. 
The average fishing trip was the shortest for 
the trawlers based at Mangrol and the longest for 
those based at Okha. Catch per trip ranged from 
2,165 to 2,829 kg and the revenue from Rs. 
26,493 to Rs. 37,392. Annual operational sur-
plus was Rs. 5.25 lakhs for 82.2 tonnes of catch 
at Veraval, Rs.3.74 lakhs for 73.7 tonnes at 
Mangrol, Rs. 4.48 lakhs for 82.0 tonnes at Por-
bandar eind Rs. 4.83 lakhs for 78.0 tonnes at 
Okha (Table 9). Overall, 79.4 tonnes of annual 
catch valued at Rs. 10.31 lakhs fetched Rs. 4.7 
lakhs towards operational surplus for a trawl unit. 
Important parameters of economic efficiency 
Annual or aggregate economic parameters 
Eire not adequate to represent the efficiency of a 
particular type of unit. Other parameters of effi-
ciency include performance per fishing hour, 
cost and returns per kg of fish production, rate of 
return to capital, payback period, returns per 
manhour production per litre of fuel and cost 
and income-related ratios. 
1. EfBciency per fishing hour 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
n. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g-
m. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
Catch landed (kg) 
Gross revenue (Rs.) 
Operational cost (Rs.) 
Total of operational & sunk-cost (Rs.) 
Operational surplus (Rs.) 
Net profit (Rs.) 
Efficiency per kg of catch (Rs.) 
Cross value 
Crew wage/share (Including food and 
bata) 
Fuel cost 
Operationed cost 
Total cost 
Operational surplus 
Profit 
Other efficiency parameters 
Fish production per manhour (Kg) 
Its value (IRs.) 
Fish production per litre of fuel (Kg) 
Its value (Rs.) 
Rate of return to capital (%) 
Payback period (years) 
Ratio of operational cost to total cost (%) 
56.7 
736.6 
401.0 
658.5 
335.6 
78.1 
13.0 
2.2 
2.2 
7.1 
11.6 
5.9 
1.4 
7.9 
102 
3.7 
48 
26.3 
3.8 
61.0 
f. Ratio of total emnual cost of initial 
Investment (%) 
g. Ratio of total annual cost to initial 
Investment (%) 
h. Ratio of profit to gross revenue (%) 
37.0 
46 
11.0 
The above results suggest that output per 
fishing hour of a trawler is 56.7 kg valued at Rs. 
737. An amount of Rs. 78 was added to the net 
profit by every hour of fishing output. A kg offish 
fetched am average of Rs.l3 during the study 
period. An operational surplus of Rs. 5.9 was 
obtained on 1 kg of fish which could be produced 
by spending an average amount of Rs. 7.1 on 
fishing inputs. Fish production as per man hour 
averaged 8 kg valued at Rs.l02. Similarly, 3.7 kg 
of fish worth Rs. 48 could be harvested by utili-
sing I litre of fuel. For any sort of institutional len-
ding the interest rate may not exceed 20 % per 
annum. The calculated rate of return (to capital) 
of 26.3 % Is therefore profitable to the trawler 
owners. Thus, with the given level of production 
and the prices of fishes and Inputs, it is possible 
for a trawl unit to recover its capitjil investment 
in less than 4 years. 
Operational costs are major components (61 
%) of the total cost of fishing. The ratio of annucil 
fishing cost to the initial investment was 37 %. 
Revenue side, 46 % of the gross value of catch 
was realised as operational surplus. The ratio of 
net profit to the gross revenue worked out at 11 %. 
TABLE 9. EconoiTilc performance of trawlers at selected centres qfSaurashtra (1994-'95) 
Name of 
centre 
Veraval 
Mangrol 
Poibandar 
Okha 
Overall 
Catch (kg) 
2.502 
2.165 
2.645 
2.829 
2,499 
Per trip 
Value 
(Rs.) 
33.562 
26,493 
33,040 
37,392 
32.449 
No. of 
fishing 
hours 
42.6 
41.1 
45.2 
50.6 
44.0 
Per fishing hour 
Catch 
(kg.) 
58.9 
52.7 
58.5 
55.9 
56.8 
Value 
(Rs.) 
788 
645 
731 
739 
737 
Catch 
(tonnes) 
82.2 
73.7 
82.0 
78.0 
79.4 
Value (Rs. 
lakhs) 
11.04 
9.02 
10.24 
10.35 
10.31 
Annual 
Operatio-
nal cost 
(Rs. lakhs) 
5.79 
5.28 
5.76 
5.52 
5.61 
Surplus 
(Rs. lakhs) 
5.25 
3.74 
4.48 
4.83 
4.70 
Returns in relation to length of boat 
The length of a fishing craft In general, deter-
mines Its overall dimensions and approximate 
tonnage. Bigger the boat, higher would be the 
capacity (HP) of the engine fitted in it. Also, the 
crew size may be in proportion to the size of the 
boat. With higher level of input resources In big-
ger units, the catch and revenue are expected to 
higher in comparison of smaller units. To esta-
blish such a hypothesis the trawlers were divided 
Into 3 categories based on the length of crafts 
namely, less than 13 m, 13-14 m and more than 
14 m and accordingly the operational surplus 
values were calculated. 
ANOVA was carried out using hierarchical 
classification by taking into consideration the 
variation between the quarters (seasonal vEiria-
tion) and between the centres within quarter (spa-
tial variation within quarter). To correct for the 
non-addivity, the analysis was carried out by 
using data on log scale. 
The above results reveal that quantity and 
value of catch per hour differ significantly bet-
ween seasons and between centres within qua-
rter. 
Break-even analysis 
To equate revenue with the cost of fishing in 
T A B L E lO : Catch revenue and operational surplus in relation to length of craft 
Boat length 
Range Average 
Av. 
Hpof 
engine 
Per trip Per man hour 
Catch 
(kg) 
Fish value 
(Rs) 
Oper. 
surplus 
(Rs) 
Catch 
(Kg) 
Fish 
value 
(Rs) 
Oper. 
surplus 
(Rs) 
<13 
13-14 
> 14 
11.8 
13.5 
15.0 
69.8 
88.8 
99.4 
1,169 
2,373 
4,016 
15,395 
30,944 
51,537 
5,772 
14,197 
24,199 
9.7 
8.7 
8.1 
128.2 
113.5 
104.2 
42.8 
42.5 
42.6 
Though the amount of operational surplus 
per trip was higher for bigger units. Its value per 
manhour did not differ significantly between the 
units. An analysis of the inputs like labour and 
labour In relation to catch/revenue indicated 
that there is scope for increasing man power on 
trawlers. 
Seasonal variations in catch and revenue 
It is well known that there are seasonal varia-
tions in availability offish stocks which are reflec-
ted In the landings. To investigate the seasonal 
and spatial variations In the catches and its 
values the analysis of variance (ANOVA) tech-
nique was adopted Table 11. The primary data 
collected from different trawl operating centres 
have been divided based on three seasons 
(quarters) namely, post-monsoon (Sept.-Nov. 
'94), winter (Dec. 94-Feb. '95) and pre-monsoon 
(March-May '95). To maintain the uniformity in 
presentation of the data, catch and revenue have 
been taken on per fishing hour basis. 
TABLE U . Analysis of variance 
Source D.F. 
A. Catch per Ashing hour 
Quarter 2 
Centre/Qr. 9 
Error 289 
B. Revenue per fishing hour 
Quarter 2 
Centre/Qr. 9 
Error 289 
S.S. 
4.271 
1.445 
7.310 
3.914 
3.320 
13.396 
M.S. 
2.136 
0.160 
0.025 
1.957 
0.369 
0.046 
F.Value 
84.43* 
6.35* 
42.22* 
7.96* 
significant at 1% level. 
a year, the catch, number of fishing hours and 
price are considered. Keeping two of the varia-
bles at a constant level, the lowest limit of the 
third variable is calculated : 
TR = TC 
where, TC = annual cost (operational + fixed) of 
fishing and TR = annual revenue. 
The total revenue is obtained by the multipli-
cation of catch per hour of fishing, number of 
hour fished and the average price of the catch 
(Fig. 21. 
PRICE OF FISH ( RS / KG ) 
1989 
Y E A R S 
1992 
Flg.2. Components of operational cost (%) of trawlers In 
Gujarat during 1994-'95 
The required level of each of the three para-
meters could be calculated by using the following 
equations : 
a) Catch per hour = TC/ total number 
of fishing hours x 
price 
TC/ catch per 
hour X price 
TC/ catch per 
hour X total no. of 
fishing hours 
The values of the above parameters have 
been calculated and presented in Table 12. 
TABLE 12. Break-even level of selected parameters 
b) Total no. of fishing 
hours 
c) Price of catch 
Pjirameters Existing 
level 
Break-even 
level 
Per hour catch (kg) 
Total (annual) fishing hours 
(nos) 
Price of fish (Rs./kg) 
56.7 
1400 
13.0 
45.7 
1128 
10.5 
To fulfill the condition of TR = TC. the requi-
red level of each of the above parameters is found 
to be less than that of the existing one. 
Projection of trawl fleet in Gujarat by 
2000 A.D. 
For projecting the number of trawlers by 
2000 A.D., secondary data on the number of 
trawl units available in Gujarat for the period 
from 1982 to 1994 have been used and exponen-
tial growth functions has been employed since 
there is exponential increase in the number of 
these units over the period. 
Exponential Growth Function : Y = a.b^ 
where, Y = no. of trawlers = in '000; x = year 
(1982 to 1994) ; and a & b are constants. 
The following equation has been obtained: 
Y= 1.437 X 1.085^ 
The projection for the number of trawlers by 
2000 A.D. was worked out at 6700. 
Policy implication 
The above analysis shows that trawl opera-
tions, were economicad during the study period. 
It is also established that the catch per unit has 
been declining during the last few years. The 
strength of trawlers during the last decade has 
doubled (Fig. 2) but the catch has not Increased 
proportionately (Fig. 3). The question arises, as 
No. OF TRAWLERS '00 
1995 
Fig.3. Growth of trawlers in Gujarat during 1983-1995. 
to how the trawlers run in proft despite decline in 
catch. There has been increase in the price of 
fish during the recent years due to Its Increased 
demand In lntematinon£d and domestic markets. 
It is due to this reason that the units still main-
tain moderate profits. The projection results 
show that, in Gujarat, the number of trawlers 
may go upto 6,700 by 2000 A.D. 
The exploitation of high rent resources like 
prawns and cephalopods has been increasing, 
leading to a threat to these resources especially 
in inshore waters. Further, against the annual 
potential yield of 7.73 lakh tonnes off Gujarat, a 
production of 6.5 lakh tonnes has already been 
achieved during 1994-'95. To one tonne or so, 
efforts have to be employed mainly in deeper 
waters. With all these constraints, the catch per 
trawl unit is likely to decline further due to faster 
expansion of trawlers and thus it may have adver-
se impact on fish resources as well as on the eco-
nomy of the trawl owners. It is therefore sug-
gested that further addition of trawlers in insho-
re waters should be curbed. 
Why there has been continuous addition to 
the trawl fleet? 
Availability of institutional credit on liberal 
terms along with large amounts of subsidies and 
more financial instltutios coming forward to 
finance trawlers; higher returns to capital especi-
ally in the initial stages owing to steep rise in 
price of fish; continuously expanding and diversi-
fying export market for marine fish products; 
development of shore-based facilities; availability 
of fishery requisites on subsidised rate; 
increased employment generation; and high 
demand for fish in domestic markets are the 
major factors responsible for the expansion of 
trawl fishery in Gujarat. 
Situation of overfishing 
However, the increase In number of units is 
going on unchecked. The landings by trawlers in 
Gujcirat have been showing declining CPUE from 
1991 onw£irds suggesting that the stocks in the 
currently fished grounds are under the threat of 
overexploitatlon. The motive of an entrepreneur 
is merely to earn profit. As long as existing units 
continue to earn sustainable profits more and 
more units will be lured to join the Industry. 
Fishermen in developing countries are inatten-
tive to the sunk cost. Indeed, some of the units 
operate on "Minimum Loss Principle" hoping, in 
due course, to regain the operational surplus at 
a somewhat reasonable level. 
The phenomenon observed during the recent 
years created such a situation where catch per 
unit is reduced. Under normal conditions it 
could have resulted in a loss to the trawlers as it 
would affect one of the constituents of MR which 
is the product of marginal physical product and 
the price of the fish (MR = MPP. PY). but the rapid 
Increase in price of fishes has been compensa-
ting the reduction in catch per trawl, thereby 
maintaining the profits at a reasonable level. 
With continuous addition to the fleet and 
decrease in the cod end mesh size (to exploit 
even small shrimps), there may be Increase in 
total fish production but that increase is unlikely 
to continue indefinitely beyond the biologically 
sustainable levels. What is more, this is turn 
would also result in economic losses. If the prin-
ciple of marginal cost (MC) and marginal returns 
(MR) is applied to the fish production, additional 
efforts will continue upto a level where MC=MR. 
At this stage there would be maximum gains to 
the fishing units. 
If the exploitation of young fishes is not regu-
lated the decline in catch per unit would not be 
compensated by increase in fish price also 
because of possible growth over fishing. In such 
a situation units will incur losses. Trawlers ear-
ning marginal profits will have to leave the 
industry. By that time there would be a great loss 
to some of the high rent resources as it has 
already been noted in case of lobster fishery. 
Need for broader perspective 
A fishing unit works on the principle of ear-
ning profits under the force of cost and revenue. 
The principle of marginal coast and revenue 
holds good in case of an individual unit, whereas 
the fishing industry as a whole holds the concept 
of average cost and revenue. The Industry should 
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attach due importance to the total fish produc-
tion, employment potential and export. It would 
also show interest in the development of shore-
based facilities and marketing Infrastructure. 
Interest of a fishing industry in the long run lies 
in conservation of fish stock and overall growth 
of the sector. On the other hand, profit making is 
the sole goal of an entrepreneur entering into the 
fishing industry. 
How the fishing pressure can be reduced 
Hundreds of trawlers are added to the fleet 
in Gujarat every year (Fig.l) and the catch per 
trawler has been declining during the recent 
FISH LANDINGS. ( LAKHS TONNES ) 
1983 1986 1989 
Y E A R S 
1992 1995 
Flg.4. Trend of meirlne fish price In Gujarat during 
1983 to 1995). 
years (Table 2) resulting in reduction of the pro-
fits. To compensate for this, several trawlers are 
observing multiday fishing and venturing upto 
80 m depth in an attempt to ensure better 
returns. These units are in a position to save 
time and fuel when compared to those observing 
dally trips. While this reduces pressure in insho-
re waters (if bigger vessels with onboard proces-
sing facilities are introduced in phases) it would 
be possible to harvest resources in deeper water 
and further reduce the pressure in the inshore 
waters. Adequate and reliable information on the 
availability of various stocks at different depths 
and locations would be a useful guide for such 
vessels. Besides, all liberal schemes of finance 
and subsidies for introduction of small and 
medium crafts in inshore waters need to be sus-
pended for the time being. 
How is optimum sustainable yield (OST) desira-
ble ? 
MSY is based on biological considerations 
whereas MEY takes into account the forces of 
costs and returns also. The fishing efforts keep 
on increasing as long as the marginal cost of 
fishing equals marginal returns. If the level of 
MEY crosses that of MSY, the Industry faces the 
problem of overexploitation. It may either be a 
temporary phase or prevail for a considerable 
length of time. 
In case of continuous inflows of mechanised 
units like trawlers, MSY and subsequently MEY 
"vill get disturbed. It will result in losses to the 
units. Even operational surplus would tend to be 
negative. It wiU lead to idling of boats, block of 
investment capital, non-repayment of loans and 
decline in overall emplojmient. Can the nation 
afford this sort of socio-economically undesirable 
situation? The basic purpose of encouraging 
mechanisation by the government in the initial 
stages was to enhemce fish production on scienti-
fic lines in terms of quality and quantity. Since it 
has reached a level of indiscriminate harvests 
especially in inshore waters, there is need to 
discourage further addition of such units. Also, 
there should be regulation on mesh size of gear. 
Trawlers in modem times are becoming 
more and more capital intensive. Our coastal 
population still rely on fish as their primary sour-
ce of protein and also, fishing is a source of their 
livelihood. In the days of declining natural 
stocks, steps are needed to sustalnably manage 
natural resources so that the resource gets fair 
chance to regenerate and thus prevent collapse. 
For effective management strategies, the 
industry needs to respect the regulations volunta-
rily as sufficient resources may not be there with 
the Government to enforce them. 
Like other primary production sectors, meiri-
ne fisheries must take into consideration the 
nationed objectives. Neither the approach of MSY 
nor that of MEY alone can solve the problem. 
Fisheries should aim at fulfilling social goals by 
making best uses of resources in the overall inte-
rest of the society. Undoubtedly the first step in 
this direction would be towards the development 
of the fishery. The second step would be to take 
measures at all stages to maintain the operating 
efficiency of the fishing units where some sort of 
regulations may be necessary to prevent excess 
pumping of money in the units. 
Thus, the fishery management should create 
a situation of optimum sustainable yield (OSY) 
which comprises a set of parameters including 
techno-economic efficiency of fishing units; con-
servation of fish stocks; balance in export and 
domestic needs; equitable distribution of income 
among different strata of fishermen; develop-
ment of shore-based facilities in different 
regions; increase in employment potential; balan-
cing the interests of mechanised and non-
mechanised sectors; rational use of input resour-
ces and protection of interest of the producers 
and the end users. 
Conclusions and recommendations 
Gujarat has reached the top rank among the 
maritime states in terms of marine fish produc-
tion. Of about 6.5 lakh tonnes of marine fish lan-
dings, 95 % comes from mechanised and motori-
sed sectors. 
During the last one decade or so the number 
of fishing fleet in the State has doubled and its 
strength reached to 22,600 (1994-'95) which com-
prises 25 % trawlers, 20 % motorised units, 17 % 
other mechanised units and the rest non-
mechanised crafts. About 65 % of total fish catch 
of Gujarat is landed by the small and medium 
trawlers. About 60 % of the total investment in 
fishing units is estimated to be made in trawlers 
alone in the State. 
The major catch components of trawl lan-
dings include croakers, ribbonfish, shrimps, 
cephalopods and perches. The major concentra-
tion and activities of trawlers are found in Sau-
rashtra region which comparises 3/4th of the 
total units available in Gujarat. In this region, 
trawlers account for about 40 % of the total num-
ber of mechanised units. Of the total fish produc-
tion of Gujarat, 76 % comes from Saurashtra 
region. Also, about 50 % of total fish production 
of the State is contributed by the trawl landings 
in this region. 
Various tests of economic efficiency were per-
formed on trawl units. During 1994-'95 an avera-
ge trawl unit had an investment of Rs. 9.7 lakhs 
which resulted in an annual fixed cost of Rs. 3.6 
lakhs. For 200 days of trawl operation in a 
fishing season, operational cost totalled to Rs. 
5.61 lakhs. Fish landings of 79.4 tonnes (Rs. 
10.31 lakhs) gave an operational surplus of Rs. 
4.7 lakhs and a net profit of Rs. 1.09 lakhs. 
There is a notable difference in the net income of 
trawlers between the centres. 
An hour of trawl operation could fetch an ope-
rational surplus of about Rs. 336. A net profit of 
Rs. 1.4 could accrue from a kg of fish. Crew 
could generate an amount of Rs. 102 per man 
hour. Rate of return to capital, net annual profit 
and other efficiency ratios were in favour of traw-
lers during 1994-'95. 
Bigger crafts were found to earn higher 
returns. The results of production-function 
analysis gave a signal to the trawlers to increase 
manpower for higher earnings. The hypotheses 
of seasonal and spatial variations in catch and 
revenue were tested and the i^esults were found 
in conformity. The seasonal analysis of catch 
data confirmed that post-monsoon period provi-
des higher quantity of catch and the revenue. 
The break-even level of catch per hour, num-
ber of annual fishing hours and price of fish was 
less than the average existing value of these 
parameters. 
A suggestion has been made here to observe 
OSY for judicious harvest of marine resources 
rather than following the principle of MSY or 
MEY in Isolation. In other words OSY ensures 
the exploitation of resources in a socially optimal 
way where the main concern is for fish, money 
and people. In general, the fishery management 
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equilibrium could be a bio-economic equilibrium 
accompanied by the protection of interest of the 
community as a whole. 
Keeping the above gO£ils in mind a few mana-
gement measures are suggested here for the 
sustained development of trawl fishery in Guja-
ra t : 
a) Regulation of the number of trawl units in 
inshore waters to reduce excessive fishing 
pressure. 
b) Control on use of mesh size less than 35 
mm for cod end of trawl net to reduce juveni-
le catch and prevent growth over fishing. 
c) Provision of adequate subsidy to the trawl 
units which observe multiday fishing in dee-
per waters beyond 50 m. 
d) Addition of bigger trawlers (to be owned by 
actual fishermen through fishermen co-
operative societies) suitable for fishing in 
deep waters. 
e) Creation of alteration financial system to 
replace the existing marketing linked credit 
system controlled by fish merchants. 
f) Increased attention to estimation offish lan-
dings and stock size for proper policy 
formulation. 
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Introduction 
Radical changes have occurred in the 
methods of the traditional mackerel fishery of 
Malabar during the last four decades. From the 
inefficient methods as observed by Nicholson 
(Bull Madras Fish. Bureau, 1 : 9-50, 1915) the 
fishery metamorphosed into dexterity by the end 
of 1980s with huge, small-meshed nets being ope-
rated from large and faster boats. The present 
study is an attempt to evaluate the consequen-
ces of this transformation in the harvesting. 
Data base 
Detailed data collected regularly on catch 
and effort in the mackerel fishery from Be3rpore, 
Vellayil, Puthlangadi and Puthiappa (important 
landing centres in Calicut) during 1994-'96 and 
data on the length-frequency distribution in the 
commercied catches of mackerel in these centres 
during the same period form the basis of this 
study. Occasional visits were made to different 
landing centres in the Malabar area (from Malap-
puram to Kasaragod districts) to study variations 
in the fishery. Data presented by the Madras 
Fisheries Department in the Fish Statistics of the 
west coast and Madras for the years from 
1931-'37, the Madras Fisheries Administrative 
Reports for the years from 1935-'37 and by 
various workers on the mackerel fishery of the 
area were also reanalysed for comparison with 
the past. 
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Retrospect 
The crqfts : Until 1984 dug-out canoes with 
lengths varying from 6.5 to 9.8 m were used in 
the mackerel fishery of the area except in a small 
area in Malappuram Disctrlct between Kootai 
and Vadakekadappuram where plank built boats 
were also in use. These crafts were being propel-
led by men using oars. Hence, most of the time 
and energy were being used for going to the 
fishing area, searching for shoals and return jur-
ney, restricting the fishing operations to a distan-
ce of less than 10 miles out in the sea. In the 
1984-'85 season outboard engines were used for 
the propulson of these dug-out canoes. The use 
of outboard engines revolutionised the indige-
nous fishery of the area. The fishermen started 
with an engine of 7 hp which soon became obso-
lete when they went for engines of 25 hp. The engi-
nes helped them to save time to go to the fishing 
area, search for shoals, trap the fish and return 
to land their catch. They could go well beyond 10 
miles searching for fish. By 1987 all the country 
crafts were fitted with out-board engines. 
In the meantime, due to the high cost of 
wood the dug-out canoes became very costly 
which resulted in the entry of plank built boats 
in a big way to replace them. These plank built 
boats had a length of 8.5 m, a width of 1.55 m 
and a depth of 0.8 m. They were flat bottomed 
and with a transom stem to fit the out board engi-
nes conveniently, but were not sturdy as the dug-
outs. This problem was solved by coating the 
boats with fibreglass. Later the wooden planks 
were replaced by marine plywood. 
In 1988 the ring sienes were introduced. The 
operation of this large net needed a crew of more 
than 25. Large kettuvallam was introduced for 
this purpose, kettuvallam is a large plank built 
boat with a length of upto 20 m and a v^ndth of 
1.5 m. Heavy net, increased the number of crew 
and the large boat made the unit very cumberso-
me and needed more power for propulsion. This 
problem was solved by the use of 3 nos of 25 hp 
outboard engines which was later improved by 3 
nos of 40 hp engines. Still the craft had no space 
for bringing the catch. Hence, the unit started 
the practice of taking one carrier boat with them 
to land the catch quickly as the unit continued 
the fishing. The carrier boat also needed an out-
board engine of 25 hp. Now the fibreglass coated 
kettuvallam with a transom stem is being made 
using marine plywood to which the 3 outboard 
engines can be fitted conveniently. All these 
changes in the craft and gear happened in the 
later half of 1980s. 
The gear: The change in the gear was much 
slower than that of the crafts. The most important 
gear in the mackerel fishery till the middle of 
1960s were differnt kinds of boat seines made of 
cotton and hemp fibres, with a mesh size of 
above 35 mm at the mouth and wings. Ayilakolli 
was the most important boat seine. Ayilachala-
vala, a gill net with a mesh size of above 50 mm 
was also popular. By the middle of 1960s, when 
nylon fibres revolutionised net making, a new 
boat seine called pattenkolli made of nylon fibres 
and with much smaller mesh replaced the old ayi-
lakolli. The nylon fibre was also used for making 
the ayilachalavala. These gear dominated the 
mackerel fishery till 1988 when ring seines with 
a length of 540 m and a depth of 80 m and a 
mesh size of 18-20 mm were introduced. The 
ring sienes became an instant success and soon 
made all the existing gear in the fishery obsolete. 
Only ayilachalavala survived with much reduced 
importance. 
Capital : In 1984 a pattenkolli unit was 
costing around Rs. 1,10,000/- and an ayilachala-
vala unit around Rs. 60,000/-. In 1989 the ring 
seine unit was costing around Rs.5,50,000/-. 
With further improvisations the cost of a ring 
seine unit in 1994 was as detailed below : 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
No. of kettuvallam 
Nos. of 40 hp engine 
No. of 25 hp engine 
No. of ring net 
Total 
No.of carrier boat 
No. of 25 hp engine 
Total 
Grand total 
I^. 
Rs. 
Rs. 
Rs. 
Rs. 
Rs. 
Rs. 
Rs. 
Rs. 
900,00 
2.10,000 
70,000 
2,25,000 
5,95,000 
52,000 
70,000 
1,22,000 
7,17,000 
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Fuel per one fishing trip 
Kerosene 
Petrol 
Engine oil 
150 Itr 
30 1tr 
15 Itr 
Later, with the use of 3 nos of 40 hp engines 
the initial cost and running cost increased 
further. Besides, the repairs to engines, boats 
and net are very costly. All these made the 
indegnous mackerel fishery capital intensive. 
Other facilities : Fishing harbours and jet-
ties made the landing of catch easy emd safe even 
during the rough monsoon season. The Puthiap-
pa Fisheries Harbour facility made aveiilable in 
the beginning of 1990s increased the operation 
of ring seines during monsoon. Auctioning shed, 
gear shed emd road facilities here helped the 
fishermen to keep their units safe and also sell 
the catch during this rough weather. 
Trawl fishing : By early 1990s the trawl 
fishing spread to areas beyond the depth of 40 m 
in search of cephalopods. With larger boats and 
powerful engines the period of a single trawling 
trip increased to 2 to 3 days. Mackerel catch by 
trawls remarkably increased, especially during 
summer from depths beyond 35 m. In the 
1994-'96 period 39.4 % of the total mackerel 
catch of the area was Isinded by trawls. 
Consequences 
The fishery : Table 1 gives the average 
annual catch of mackerel, month of peak catch 
and the dominant gear used during different 
periods. In the earlier period (1931-'37) the peak 
catch was in January with ayUakolUvala as the 
dominant geeu". In 1965-'67 when pattenkoUi 
became the major gear the peak catch was in 
October. In 1984-'88 when outboard engines 
were introduced the peak catch was in Septem-
ber. In 1988-'92 when ring nets replaced all the 
earlier gear in the fishery the peak catches conti-
nued to be in September, with catch before Sep-
tember increasing than that after September. In 
the present period (1994-'96) -with Puthiappa 
fisheries harbour facility available, the peak 
catch is in August with a sharp decline afterwar-
ds. The average annual catch showed a declining 
trend from the earliest period until the outboard 
engine period, from where it showed an increase. 
The catch data given here is collected from Vella-
yil which was the most important mackerel lan-
ding centre in Calicut. But. by the beginning of 
1990s the harbour facility in Puthiappa was avai-
lable, which provided a safe landing place for the 
ring net units during the rough monsoon wea-
ther. This caused an increase in the fishing acti-
vity during monsoon resulting in bumper catch 
of juvenile mackerel. The catch data collected in 
1994-'96 includes the catch from Puthiappa 
also. The increasing mackerel catch by trawls lan-
ded in this hcirbour also is included in the total 
catch of this period. Hence, the annual average 
catch of this period is not comparable with that 
of the earlier periods. Vellayil lost its earlier 
importance as the major mackerel landing centre 
and comparison of the catch lemded in Vellayil at 
present with that of the ejirlier period may not be 
justifiable. However, the annual average catch in 
Vellajril during the period is estimated as 497 ton-
nes. It can be said that, though the mackerel lem-
dings improved with the increasing efficiency of 
crafts and gear and better landing facilities, it is 
not much of an improvement over the earlier 
periods, when the primitive type of crafts and 
gear were in use. All the increase in the efficiency 
of fishing at a very high cost has not produced a 
corresponding improvement in the catch. 
58.59 % of the total mackerel catch during 
1994-*96 was contributed by ring nets, 39.51 % 
by trawls and the remaining 1.9 % by ayilachala-
vala. Fig. 1. shows the monthly percentage 
ccontribution by different gear. The ring nets 
dominated the fishery during monsoon months. 
In other months most of the mackerel catch was 
made by trawl nets. 
Size groups : Another disturbing fact is that 
as the efficiency of fishing Improves, the month 
of peak catch advances towsirds the monsoon sea 
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TABLE l. Comparison of the mackerel fishery during different periods 
Period Average 
annual 
catch (t) 
Month of peak Dominant gear 
catch 
Mesh size Source 
1931-'37 
1957-'60 
1965-'67 
1984-'88 
1988-'92 
1994-'96 
1,042 
985 
339 
350 
970 
1,328 
January 
December 
October 
September 
September 
August 
AyUakolli 
" 
PattenkolU 
Pattenkolli, with 
OBE 
Ring net with 
OBE 
•• 
35mm 
23 mm 
18 mm 
Madras fisheries Bulletin. 
Pradhan & Reddy (Iruiian J. Fish: 
9/1(1): 100-109, 1962) 
Venkatramsin & Rao (Indian J. 
Fish; 20 (2): 448-475, 1973). 
Yohannan & Balasubramanlan (J. 
Mar. bioL Ass. India, 33 (182); 
246-254, 1991). 
Yohannan & Sivadas (MFIS No. 
119, p. 1-3, 1993). 
Present study 
peRCCNiMe OEAnwise CATCH 
PERCENIAOE FREOUENCV 
I AVIUWSHALAVAUA O TR/WL I RING SEINE 
78 96 116 136 166 176 196 216 236 266 276 
LENGTH (MM) • 
J 19»<- '06 11931-'37 
Fig 1. Average gearwlse percentage catch in different months 
during 1994-'96 
son and the mean length of the fish In the com-
mercial catches decreases. Fig. 2 shows the per-
centage frequency of different length groups in 
the catches of 1931-'37 and 1994-'96. In the 
1931-'37 period the peak catch was from 20-23 
cm size group and mean length was 204.93 mm, 
whereas in 1994-'96 the dominant group was of 
the size from 13-16 cm, the mean size being 
161.78 mm. The reason for this is evident from 
Fig. 2. Average length-frequency distribution in 1931-'37 and 
1994-'96. 
Fig. 3 in which the mean size of the fish caught 
during different months are given. In 1931-'37 
the smallest size groups were caught in July. The 
size of the fish gradually increased from JuUy 
and reached a peak by May. with minor ups and 
downs in between. In 1994-'96 period also, the 
smallest size group appeared in July, the mean 
size reaching a peak In January. From Fig. 4 it 
can be seen that the peak catches in 1931-'37 
was In December-January when the mean size 
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PtRCtNIKM OP NOS. LANOCO 
JAN FEB MAB APR MAY JW* JUL AUQ SEP OCT MOV OBC 
1984-'96 
160 
JAN FEB MAB APR MAY JUN JUL AUQ SEP OCT NOV DEC 
MONTH 
-—M»«nl»noth C D MMn \Mlghl 
Fig. 3. Monthly mesin length sind weight of catch during 
1931-'37 and 1994-'96. 
was high. But in 1994-'96 the peak catches were 
in July-August when the mean size was very low. 
There is a gradual decline in mean size from 
January in 1994-'96 which is very sharp in April. 
The dips in the mean size in figure indicates the 
recruitments to the fishery. The major brood to 
the fishery was recruited in July in both the 
periods. The minor dips in the mean size from 
the gradual increase indicates that minor recruit-
ments occurred in December, Februeuy and April 
of 1931-'37. But, in 1994-'96 recruitment is indi-
cated in all those months as well as in Septem-
ber. The recruitments In this period seems more 
prominent, especially In April. It is perhaps not 
I "^  I ' I — ' I • I — • — I -
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG 8EP OCT NOV DEC 
MONTH 
! «31-"37 11994-'8e 
Fig. 4. The monthly percentage of catch in numbers duriuj; 
1931-'37 and 1994-'96. 
real but an illusion created by the increased 
exploitation of early Juveniles due to the reduc-
tion of mesh size of the major gear employed and 
the increase in fishing activity during the mon-
soon. In 1939-'41 the major gear was boat seines 
with a mesh size of 35 mm at the mouth and 
wings avoiding the catch of smaller size groups. 
But in 1994-'96 major gear, ring seine, with a 
mesh size of 18-20 mm did not allow the escape 
of any small size groups. Fig. 3 also shows that 
in 1931-'37 the mean length and weight of the 
fish caught during the peak fishing period was 
above 200 mm and around 90 g respectively. In 
1994-"96 the vadues came down to arovmd 150 
mm £md 30 g respectively. Fig. 4 shows the 
monthly percentage contribution of the catch in 
numbers during 1931-'37, The figure shows that 
in 1931-'37 the fishery was active during October-
March with peak catches in December-Jaunaiy, 
the period when large size groups dominate the 
fishery. But, in 1994-'96 the fishery was active In 
July-September period (monsoon months) especi-
ally in July-August when smaller sisse groups 
dominated the fishery and peak was very much 
prominent than in 1931-'37 period. 
Summing up 
The Increasing efficiency of the mackerel 
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fishery by way of Increasing size of the net and 
decreasing mesh size, increasing speed of the 
crafts, range of fishing operations and landing 
facilities do not seem to move in the right direc-
tion. These are used only for harvesting the stock 
early and fast. In the absence of proper manage-
ment and the open access system the present 
motorised indegenous fishing fleet is bound to 
increase. The fall in catches afiier August is very 
sharp indicating an early decline of stocks availa-
ble to the fishery. The present growth-over 
fishing can soon develop Into recruitment over-
fishing and the stock would collapse. The mon-
soon fishery do not allow a large portion of the 
new recruits to grow beyond 16 cm when the size 
at the first maturity of the fish Is above 20 cm. 
In the past the rough monsoon season protec-
ted the new recruits from over-exploitation and 
allowed growth during its fast period. During the 
postmonsoon and summer, they had the protec-
tion of deeper depths. These refuges are now 
being violated. Observations indicated that the 
situation is same all along the Malabar area. The 
indications are ominous for the stock of the spe-
cies that sustain the pelagic fishery of the area. 
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866 SHALLOW SEA BOTTOM FARBinNG : MULTICROP SYSTEM DEVELOPED 
AT VIZHIN JAM * 
G.P. Kumaraswamy Achary, Joseph Andrews and K.T. Thomas 
Vtehin/om Research Centre of CMFRI. Vizhtnjam - 695 521. India 
Introduction 
Eventhough msirlculture technology for 
various organisms like mussels, pearl oysters, 
lobsters and crabs has been developed during 
the last three decades by the CMFRI and several 
other institutions in India, there has been consi-
derable practical difficulties for commercialising 
these programmes in Indiam waters due to the 
rough weather conditions during the two mon-
soon periods as well as due to the non-
availability of adequate protected bays along the 
Indian coasts. Meiriculture technologies have 
been develoed by other countries, using floating 
structures like rzifts and longllne system. The 
rough weather condition is one of the major con-
stTEiints to malnteiln such structures in our open 
sea. Considering these aspects the CMFRI has ini-
tiated a project in May 1995 at Vizhlnjam for the 
development low cost technology for the farming 
of peeirls and mussels. Accordingly the farming 
procedures were oriented to utilise shallow sea 
bottom, £md new designs of cages which can suit 
to the bottom conditions were evolved so that the 
wave action at the surface level will not have 
much Impact on the animals feirmed In such 
cages. 
Design and fabrication of high density 
stocking cages 
The designs of the cages with various modifi-
cations were made by the senior author. Cages of 
64 X 64 cm were fabricated with four shelves to 
accommodate 1,000 oysters in each shelf as a 
unit for high density farming. The design was 
made In such a way that Individual unit of 64 x 
64 cm was made using 10 mm M.S. rods with 
three supporting rods at a distance of 16 cm. The 
frames were covered allaround with nylon net-
ting of required mesh size so that it was possible 
to stock oysters of different sizes at different sta-
ges of farming. A total of nine frames were assem-
bled into a box type cage with four inner shelves. 
The oysters or other bivailves stocked In the cage 
were then Installed at a site having favourable 
ecological conditions. 
Paper presented at the Seminar on recent development in pearl culture, grouper culture and crab farming. 6th & 7th 
February, 1998, Regional Centre, CMFRI Institute, Mandapam Camp, Tamil Nadu, India. 
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The cage (Fig. 1, 2, & front cover photo) has 
the advantage of using for farming as well as 
fishing simultaneously by replacing the middle 
Fig. 1. The pedestal cages operated at Vizhinjam with the 
stocked animals in high density. 
Fig. 2. The cages when remaining in the tilted condition (see 
the cages do not touch the bottom on any tilted 
position). 
shell with a lateral frame having a trap mouth to 
make "two-in-one" cage. (Fig. 3) Using those two-
in-one cages it was possible to catch ornamental 
fishes, edible fishes, lobsters, mud crabs, and 
other marine organisms simultaneously while 
mussel or pearl oysters were stocked at the top 
and bottom shelves. These investigations are 
being carried out at Vizhinjam Bay near Tri-
vandrum (Fig. 4 & 5). 
To avoid the body of the cages touching the 
sea bottom and to prevent its organic decay by 
contact with bottom silt/sediments, proper pede-
Fig. 4. Lion fish Pterois sp. caught in Two-in-one cage. 
Fig. 3. The two-in-one cage with trapmouth for flshing-cum-
farming of oyster using the top and bottom shelves. 
Fig. 5. Fishes caught in Two-in-one cage. 
stals of 120 cm height with a resting space of 70 
cm^ were also fabricated using 2.5 cm M.S. rods 
in such a way that using two such pedestal fra-
mes the cages could be kept above the sea bot-
tom without touching the ground (Fig. 1). 
However, there are possibilities of the cages 
tilting towards the sides due to irregular sea bot-
tom or wiih wave action. However, adequate provi-
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Fig. 6. Project on pearl culture (work-flow chart) 
slons were given by providing extra frames at the 
top and bottom of the cages as shown in Fig. 2. 
A prototype design without pedestals but 
with radial supporting frames was made in such 
away that If the cage was tilted in any angle, It 
did not touch the sea bottom. This design is cur-
rently undergoing trials at Vizhlnjam. The 
designs described here are being patented. 
These cages have been found to be highly use-
ful for fattening lobsters, crabs and fishes and 
also for broodstock development, In addition to 
the regular farming-cum-flshing by providing 
additional lids for feeding. It has also been obser-
ved that by attaching nylon frills on the sides of 
the cages, these cages could act as spat collec-
tors for pearl oysters and mussels and also act as 
fish attracting devices by providing adequate 
extra biomass as feed for the fishes. 
The cages can be operated in shallow sea bot-
tom from catamarans, canoes or boats by indivi-
dual fisherman or by groups of fishermen using 
marker nylon ropes of adequate size and floats 
which can also be used for attaching nylon frills 
for attracting spats and thus to raise natural 
stock of pearl oyster seeds for large scale 
farming. 
Suitable areas for farming and appropriate 
designs 
The cages can be operated in shallow sea 
bottom with sandy or gravelly base as well as in 
lagoons of Lakshadweep and Andaman Islands, 
shallow areas of the Gulf of Mannar and Palk 
Bay region. The cages can be selected according 
to the depth, nature of sea bottom, currents and 
drifts of the area where farming is proposed to be 
taken up. Depending on the availability of seed, 
the size of the farm can be decided and accor-
dingly the investment can be regulated. 
Candidate species and farming procedure 
The design of the cage is versatile and almost 
all marine candidate organisms suitable for far-
ming can be grown depending on the habitat of 
the species. The cages could be used for fatte-
ning the Juveniles of flnfishes and shellfishes to 
marketable size by changing the mesh size of the 
cages and the feeding pattern of the cultivated 
species. It is also possible to grow most of the 
sedentary marine animals as well as free living 
ones using these cages. 
Programme for marginal farmers and large 
scale pearl farming 
The shallow sea bottom farming and the far-
ming system using different types of cages presen-
• ted here are relevant to multlcrop systems as 
well as single species crops such as peral far-
ming and/or mussel farming. The general metho-
dology for any crop is the same for both marginal 
farmers as well as large farmers or for national 
programmes. Different managerial systems 
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would be required for large scale adoption of 
pearl farming, as given in the work flow chart. 
a. Seed development and supply of oyster 
stock for implantation 
Since pearl oyster is the raw material for 
pearl culture, adequate availability of oyster 
stock is to be ascertained by the organising agen-
cy before starting a major programme by adop-
ting marginal or large scale farmers. It could be 
done through hatchery supply or through the 
supply of natural population in the natural farm. 
Proper training programmes for this purpose 
should be organised on a large scale. 
b. Implantation of oysters and distribution to 
farmers 
The trained persons can establish distribu-
tion centres for the supply of implanted oysters 
to the farmers. It can be a major source of inco-
me for the fishermen even without much sophisti-
cated training. If each fisherman can start his 
own implantation centre depending on their per-
sonal experience, there will be wide variations in 
the output and the quality of pearls. 
c. Husbandary work, harvest and marketing 
By using the high density stocking cages as 
well as the two-in-one cages the fishermen far-
mers can collect nucleated oysters and farm 
them in the sea. Fouling organisms get attached 
on the surface of the oysters as well as on the 
cages and hence cleaning is essential or remove 
them in the case of high density stocking cages 
atleast once in a month. The cages are lifted, clea-
ned and put back into the sea. The cleaning work 
can be done by the members of the family of 
fishermen at no additional cost. 
In the case of two-in-one cages since the far-
mer lifts the cages daily or atleast on alternate 
days for the collection of ornamental fishes, edi-
ble fishes, lobsters, crab etc. he can watch the 
intensity of fouling and attend to the cleaning 
work accordingly. 
In the tropical conditions harvest of pearl is 
possible within 6 to 9 months after the implanta-
tion. So the farmer will have to maintain implan-
ted oysters only for such a short period and the 
pearls can be extracted, washed in soap water 
and marketed directly or through an agency after 
sorting them into different grades. Already experi-
ments have proved that the yield of high quality 
'A' grade marketable pearls is 20 to 50 % and it is 
found that the economics of a unit system using 
high density stocking cages is very encouraging. 
d. Unit system of high density stocking cages 
A cage of 65 x 64 x 64 cm can hold 4,000 
nucleated oysters. The details on the recurring 
expenses using a single cage is given in Table 1. 
TABLE l. Recurring expenses for shallow sea bottom Jarmtng 
ojpearls 
Part iculars 
Cage with pedestal 
Nylon ne t (2 kg) 
Labour charges for net t ing 
Nylon thread (0.5 kg) 
Marker rope (15 m) 
Float (1 no.) 
Nylon frill (2 kg) 
Cost of nucleated oysters (4,000 Nos) 
Labour charges for cleaning (9 months) 
Total 
Amount (Rs) 
1,060 
505 
100 
60 
200 
250 
250 
16,000 
1.575 
20.000 
Total expense for fabricating the cage and laun-
ching it in the sea is Rs. 2,425/- and the clea-
ning charges for a single cage for nine spells is 
about Rs. 1,575/- and including the total cost of 
nucleated oysters at the rate of Rs. 4 / - per 
oyster, (Rs. 16,000/-) the total investment is Rs. 
20,000/-. At the yielding rate of 25 % pearls the 
sale proceeds of 1,000 pearls at the rate of Rs. 
50/- is Rs. 50,000/- and the net profit anticipa-
ted by the fishermen is Rs. 30,000/- as shown in 
the operational details in Table 2. 
TABLE 2.Operational details for low cost shallow sea bottom 
farming of pearls 
Part iculars 
Cost of pedestal cage, nucleated oysters * and 
farming expenses 
(Stocking densi ty : 4 ,000 n u m b e r s . 
Durat ion of farming : 6-9 m o n t h s 
Pearls product ion @ 2 5 % : 1,000 
numbers ) , 
Sale proceeds of 1,000 pear ls 
Net profit 
Amount (Rs.) 
20,000 
50,000 
30.000 
(* cost of 4,000 nucleated pearl oysters = Rs 16,000 
Included). 
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Remarks 
A General picture on the scope of adopting 
shallow water bottom farming of pearls by margi-
nal fishermen farmers as well as by large farmers 
through a statewlse or a national programme is 
dealt with in this account. We need take up this 
programme also for a multicrop system of 
farming-cum-flshing and farming-cum fattening 
of lobsters, crabs and fishes. The programme 
implementing agency has to make arrangements 
for seed development and supply of oysters, distri-
bution of implanted oysters to the farmers and 
financial and technical support to the farmers for 
farming as well as marketing of pearls. The new 
designs of cages developed at Vizhinjam for shal-
low water farming could cut down the Imputs on 
farming expenses to the minimum and it is 
hoped that the findings at Vizhinjam wllU enable 
sea bottom farming on a large scale in the seas 
around India and elsewhere. 
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rat employing both traditional and mechanised fishing 
units of which the non-mechanised units comprise 
about 66 %. The trend in the number of non-
mechanised fishing units of the two districts during 
the period 1987 to 1997 (Fig. 1) indicates that yearly 
an average of 1,000 units were operated. No drastic 
year to year fluctuations could be noted in the number 
of units, but the number was all time high in 1997. 
Remarkable year to year Increase was noted in the 
case of mechanised units of the two districts during 
the same period (Fig. 2). More units were added especi-
1200 
800 
eoo 
400 -
itS4 was wsa IB87 laaa laaa isso \»»\ \m laas i8a4 lasa laaa lasr 
Ysar 
867 The traditional and mechanised 
marine fishing units along Jamna-
gar and Rajkot districts. Gujarat 
Fig. 2. Mechanised unils at Jamnagar and Rajkot Districts 
(1984-'97) 
ally from 1988. A total of 979 mechanised boats opera-
ted In 1997 along Jamnagar and Rajkot districts. 
Reported by B.V. Makadia, Jamnagar Field Centre of 
CMFRI, Jamnagar, India. 
The coastal Jamnagar and Rajkot districts contri-
bute a sizable share In the marine fish landings of Guja-
iaa4 was laaa laar waa laaa taao i«ei ^w» lass iaa4 laaa laaa war 
. Year 
Fig. 1. Non-Mechanised units at Jamnagar and Rajkot 
Districts (1984-'97) 
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868 On the disposal of dried prawns 
(Parapenaeopsis stylifera) along 
Raigad District, Maharashtra 
Along some southern centres of Raigad district, 
Maharashtra viz Shrivardhan, Bhardkol, Dlghi, Rajpu-
rl, Murud-Janjlra, Nadgoan, Borli-Mandla, Korlal, Sala-
vand Revdanda, there exists a traditional seasonal 
prawn fishery during August-December landed mainly 
by 'dol' netters and trawlers. Among the different spe-
cies caught Parapenaeopsis stylifera contributed a 
major share with 160-175 kg per unit in 1996. Others 
Included Metapenaeus qffinis, M. brevicomis and M. 
monoceros. 
The commercial agents who purchase prawns 
from the local fishermen during the season do not 
accept P. stylifera which counted less than 300 num-
bers per kg thus leaving behind considerable quantity 
of small sized prawns. But recently these prawns find 
a good market in dried condition. 
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The dried prawns of P. stylifera locally called Soda-
kolambi is popular not only in nearby areas but at seve-
ral places in Mumbai also. The local agents purchase 
the dried prawns at the wholesale price of Rs. 80-125 
per kg and in turn sell them in markets at a retail price 
of Rs. 225-250 per kg. Muruud-Janjira being a tourist 
spot, a brisk market of dried prawns has been obser-
ved from 1996. Hence the local fish merchants have 
concentrated their attention more on this thriving dry 
prawn market. 
Reported by D.G. Jadhav, Janjiramurud Field Centre of 
CMFRI, Janjiramurud, Maharashtra, India 
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was sold at the rate of Rs. 7.50 per kg. 
Reported by N. Burayya and Y.V.S. Suryanarayana, Kaki-
nada Research Centre of CMFRI, Kakinada, India. 
871 On the landing of a giant grouper at 
Paradeep and strandings of dead 
turtles along Paradeep and Puri 
coasts, Orissa 
A giant grouper, Epinephalus lanceolatus (Bloch) 
(Promicrops lanceolatus) locally called 'Kaibaley' measu-
ring 202 cm in total length was landed at Paradeep on 
18-12-'97 by a trawler operated 12 km south of 
Paradeep (Fig. 1). The fish with an approximate weight 
of 150 kg was sold for Rs. 400/-. Few morphometrlc 
measurements taken in cm on the specimen are given 
below. 
Total length 
Standard length 
Head length 
Body depth 
Snout length 
Length of upper jaw 
Eye diameter 
Pectoral fin length 
202 
168 
75.5 
68.0 
15.0 
33.5 
5.2 
36.0 
Three dead oUove ridely turtles, Leipidochelys oli-
vacea locally known as 'Kaincha were stranded during 
December '97 along Puri and Paradeep coasts the parti-
culars of which are given be^ow. 
Date of 
stranding 
Place Carapace 
length (cm) 
Carapace 
width (cm) 
ll-12-'97 
17-12-'97 
19-12-'97 
Purl north 
Paradeep 
Paradeep 
64 
64 
65 
56 
57 
55 
Fig. 1. Tlie giant groupers • landed at Paradeep, Orissa. 
Reported by Sukdev Bar, Puri Field Centre of CMFRI, 
Puri-752 002. 
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869 On a whale shark landed and a 
turtle stranded at Digha, Midnapur 
districts. West Bengal 
A whale shark, Rhiniodon typus measuring 6.07 m 
In total length caught by a trawler was landed at Dlgha 
Mohana Centre on 8-2-'98 (Fig. 1). The shark with an 
approximate weight of 400 kg was sold for Rs.2,800. 
Fig. 1. The whale shark landed at IMgha West Bengal. 
A dead male loggerhead turtle, Caretta caretta 
with the carapace length of 70 cm and width of 62 cm 
was stranded at Dlgha beach on 7-3-'98 (Fig. 2) and 
the specimen weighed about 75 kg. 
Reported by Swapan Kumar Kar, Contal Field Centre of 
CMFRI, Contal - 721 401. India 
Fig. 2. The loggerhead turtle landed at Digha, West Bengal. 
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870 On the rare occurrence of Elagatis 
bipinnulata off Kakinada coast 
Elagatis bipinnulata commonly called rainbow run-
ners of the family Carangidae is a fish species found 
usually at or near the surface over reefs or sometimes 
far offshore in the Indian waters. They are caught occa-
sionaly by hooks and line and gill nets. These fishes 
are reported to attain a maximum length of 120 cm 
with a weight of 9.5 kg. Biological information on this 
species along the Indian coast is lacking. 
An exclusive catch of 437 specimens of the fish wei-
ghing 128 kg caught in a pelagic gill net (Naravala) 
with 6 cm mesh size was landed at the Kakinada Fishe-
ries Harbour on 6.2.1998. The fish, not common along 
the Andhra coast were caught off Uppada at a depth of 
16 m about 12 km away from the Kakinada Fisheries 
Harbour towards the northeastern side. 
All the fishes caught were juveniles characterised 
with an elongate almost fusiform body (Fig. 1). The 
Fig. 1. Elagatis bipinnulata landed at Kakinada Fisheries 
Harbour. 
anal fin possessed 2 spines with detached two rayed fln-
let. Caudal peduncle was devoid of scutes. Colour was 
dark-olive blue above and white below. Fins were dark 
with olive or yellowish tint. The length of fishes ranged 
between 32 and 42 cm with dominant size groups at 
35-40 cm. The total catch weighted about 128 kg and 
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was sold at the rate of Rs. 7.50 per kg. 
Reported by N. Burayya and Y.V.S. Suryanarayana, Kaki-
nada Research Centre of CMFRI, Kakinada, India. 
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of 150 kg was sold for Rs. 400/-. Few morphometrlc 
measurements taken in cm on the specimen are given 
below. 
871 On the landing of a giant grouper at 
Paradeep and strandings of dead 
turtles along Paradeep and Puri 
coasts, Orissa 
A giant grouper, Eplnephalus lanceolatus (Bloch) 
(Promicrops lanceolatus) locally called 'Kaibaley' measu-
ring 202 cm in total length was landed at Paradeep on 
18-12-'97 by a trawler operated 12 km south of 
Paradeep (Fig. 1). The fish with an approximate weight 
Total length 
Standard length 
Head length 
Body depth 
Snout length 
Length of upper jaw 
Eye diameter 
Pectoral fin length 
202 
168 
75.5 
68.0 
15.0 
33.5 
5.2 
36.0 
Three dead oliove ridely turtles, Leipidochelys oli-
vacea locally known as 'Kaincha were stranded during 
December '97 along Puri and Paradeep coasts the parti-
culars of which are given be^ow. 
Date of 
stranding 
Place Carapace 
length (cm) 
Carapace 
width (cm) 
ll-12-'97 
17-12-'97 
19-12-'97 
Puri north 
Paradeep 
Paradeep 
64 
64 
65 
56 
57 
55 
Fig. 1. The giant groupers . landed at Paradeep, Orissa. 
Reported by Sukdev Bar, Puri Field Centre of CMFRI, 
Puri-752 002. 
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^ #%tr TT^sntr spT cHMlf^ d ^ ^ I" I 
# f%^ 3Tf^ ft?rr I I arPTRt # wsrft w p " 
qr ^ f^f%W %f^ 3TPfRfr ^ efFTcf sftT sm 
e r ^ % Wq" f%^  TpTT I" sfK r r 13:^ T# % ^^ TFPJof 
o 
1994-95 % #rnT W 65% cf^ ^ TTZTT I ^ f ^ 
i[U|diy<+d ^njf^m 3^raW t I I ^ ^ 5 ^ t f^ FTZ, 
f^trf^  SHT ^5^^ yii^Nl, ^ f w t q ^ 3^^ sr^ 
^ «fr I ^ 9000 q i ^ ^n^ ^ 39% sn^m 
^ 3|k ^5^ T^j^ W 64% 3fHrqt W dc^K-i «TTl 
o 
3T?r: XJ^ # ^ m r 3ffT #fRFr t an^ T^FT 3T1T1" 
I I 
ciifi>if^ + 3 ^ ^ ^ qr sffT f¥ 3 ^ q^cTT^  
^f^ ^^\\A^ ^ W^ WC ^ m^ cT^  ^ 3rf^ 
crr^ T^Ffr ?rPT, ^ <441^d tr^j^ STPTPTJ" q^ H^STT 
^ ^ cPft I 3iq(iJ<Mld ^ sffT 70-80 ^ rRT 
^ WTif ^ fMf^ ^T^ qR ^ ?^ 3TFfrat # 
3TRFJf %f^ f^ rtw afr?: ^rf^ 3i^?m" r^nTrT 
8 ft" # afn J^TM- p - t 150 ft ^ t I JfPTf 
W f M ^ 12 ^ 17 ^ # ^ 3ftT 3 ^ 5 ^ t ^ 
3flT 2 ^ 3 ^ W^TW % ^5rj ^ f^ZTT S^TTcfT l"l 
58 t 110 ^ . ^ t ^ W 3Tqk T^TCTT I I 
iT^ STHFT 13^5^ W ft^ 9.7 eiW ^. tl 
'TT^ ^ ^%T3; 5 ^TM ^, tspT f^elTT 2.8 W^ 
?., ^ 3frT 151^  dM45<'J|f %f%TT 1.4 elT?I- ? 3ffT 
ftSR #)f%T!: 0.50 cTM ^. I IT^ m ^ %ftTT ail+leld 
TJeq- ^ 1,47,998 ^. t I 3r^ W^^ZWi ^ TKWTrT 
? 3T^§W, ^tm, f^^^ ^ "^l^ =b< f^ 2,12,500 
?. r^PTrf % 'FT # 3j|ct)leld Wi^ ^K ^ m f ^ 
o 
ft^T?r WFT?r 3,60,498 ^. f^Ffm I 
SR^R eZT^  aftr aTR 
I I 30-40 ^ ^TWf ^ ^ ^cWi ^ 5t?fr I 
cfr 60-80 ^ T j ^ t ^(PWI ^ftrr 6-8 f^^F 
oPRT q^rrr I I ^ srnw t 6-7 ^^ fft^  ^irr 
t I t ^ STPTFT W STR^ra" y^H^ sqTf 5,61,374 
^. t I qfrf IT^^ W yfcisild erm 25 t t t 4 
g ^ t iT^ 3?r^ sfT^ f^^ gw¥ femr ^ R^KTT 
II 
3rrq--ocrq" % STKR^T ^ ?q?: ftcrr t f% STPT 
^ ftsrdt 3 r m ^ I I ^ # FIT f arr f^  ^w 
w^ qi q^ Tg" ^5^ ftw t {^ ^ 'T t j ^ ^ w ^ 
w r % ^5iw T^T ^ ^ ^ w^ q^5^ ftef% qr # 
23 
STPTR ^PRW^ W^^ «TT I m mm t p^RTcf t 
% f^ i^s: T^ jg- qfsr r^f I I 4#gcf TTC^5T=T % 
^mT^-3nf^ q i ^ ;jcq^ [^vnt TTT^  ^^f^ ^^ ^ 
^ qr d^H+d^ ^ qr o?r Tif ^ w(^ 5^T% 
# w t ^ ^^M^ I I ?^ qr mm^ cfk qr ^ 
^ q r^ '3;q^  snr 3TTf w ^JifeRi? SI^^IMM ^ , ^if^+d 
qrf^  f^5in f^Mi'i, +i{^*<i l^wl^^H*^, % ^ 
1980 % cf5T^  ij- ^jn# 3fk qF?r t CTT^  ^  i^^^w^ 
^ 1984 cf^  ^ S l f ^ (STf 31^ 33 >^HT¥) 
w^ ^ ^<Hi^ cii^  ^ f^ Ri% mm H ^ # w w r ^ 
d+Q i^h ^ «n" I MR»JimW*'M 1984 % ^T? f^T^ 
•ilcilO*<"l f ^ F^TT I 1987 ?t^ ^ ^ ^ ^Plt 
W H)d1^ 't)<"l §3IT «TT 1 Stfitqt % f^ mW 5P13 ^ 
im % I 5^13 #fT# ^ ^ qr q « ^ f^ri% ^ 
m wp^ ^ w\i qr ^ srfci^  ^ st^ % ^srw 
gn^  1988 t ^?T^ w??f (f^ ^ft^) m q#T 
m OT^ f ^ f^nrw qft^im^ 25 ^ 40 sr. r^ 
% t^JHt 3fk 25 ^ 3rf^ sjrf^ o[# Snr 5tcTT 
n^" I qr q ^ CT^  ^ «TT f^  q j^i" ^ crr^ ^ w 
^ w\^ ^ m^ ^ \ ?^#nT TTcWT % ^kR q;^  
I960 % q ^ 5^^ qT¥ aftr ^ % \tr t ^ ^ 
'arf^rw^^wf', 'aiRi^TTiHici^r m H^HM t^crr r^rl 
I960 % SIR vJR «Tra- f^ rrfur Jr ;TTT#T ^ aq^ tHT 
^ fSIT <jq<J<W ^ r ^ i^lTQ?f W f^PRW ' IKCHT'I ^ 
5R^ erm" aliT 1988 ir ^^ rar ^?nr wm m ^q%T 
^ f an" ??r ?^Rir q?tR ^^ T^RTT W i 
#T3r HrWH t f^ f^ W ^'IRr ^JRT q^ rTT «Tr 
1,00,000/- ^ '3]i)RlT=IHIc|<v||' m 60,000 ?, '^ WT 
^^ qm* w 5,50,000 ^. afrr ^til'idH ^oTwim w 
24 
7,17,000 5P. 3i|chRjd I I 
Hq?r«r ^ I 
m 1990 % ^3IT?r t ^ TTTR^ sfvi:^  P^TTl 
35 'fr ^ 3Tf^ ^mf ^ jra" % j^if^  ^trr^ w\^ 
^ 1931 t ^RK 96 cT^ ^ 3Tc|f^  t m^mx 
% ^kpr f ^ qr i M Ht j f^ ^ qpT w ^ I ^w 
1931-37 % 4kFT % d-=JdH q^Jl- t f ^ H^^M\ 
20-23 ^ ^ 3n^5R ^ # , sffT PlHdH 3TT^5R 
204.93 fit ^ # «fr, cR 94-96 ^ ^TIjfM 13-16 
t ifr 3Jk PlHd^ 3n^iR 161.78 f^  Jft # "tl 
Ht*f^41 % 3TR)R ^ ^>^ W iJeT 5^TW ^ TM% 
t WW ^rm qft^ T^T TTFT f ^ w^ qtrrr wf I 
f% 1994-96 % ^^-3TTR?T I T ^ % ^kpT ?T^ 
8fr ^ ^JTIwfM- W mw: 35 1^ Tfr t 18-20 
f^  ^ 3R ^ ^ q ^ t f^m% ^5rw i M ^ tjtit 
T^T«T m i ^ 5^^ 1- ^  ;jfPTT t ^ 1931-37 % ^KFT 
f^ ^ 200 fk ^ t ^ ^ ^m^ 3pr mr 90 ¥r 
sraft" T g ^ ¥^ TfT ijftcT 
3fR5R 
1931-37 
1957-60 
1965-67 
1984-88 
1988-92 
1994-96 
1042 
985 
339 
350 
970 
1328 SFTRT 
35 fir ^ 
23 f^ 'ft 
23 f^ 'fr 
18 f5t Tft 
18 fir Jfr 
If^^pf 5^pfer sfftR 
f^ ?^Tt¥, 1962 
- ^ - 1973 
- ^ - 1991 
qrr tnp an? trg-
1993 
dqij4d w^ ^ ¥^ im t f^  ^ 3fk 
q^ 5¥ ^ gi%cT ^ ^ | f I I ^ ff^ ff ^ 
qr cTt 1994-96 % # ^ f ^ 150 f^  T^ eR[Tf 
^ TTtJoft W mx fM 30 WT KfTl f^ ?qE ftHT 
I f% t 5 t ^ ^3fT^nf^ % vTf^ ^WPT 'TFTt W T r f r l ^ 
^ MR^MH WTT ^ ^ ^ f M #r^ ^njfemt ^ i^ r 
q^ 5¥T W ?TW ll ^ ^rW-i rrft# % 5^Tf^  qfcl^ 
ifi^ iT t # ^ ^ : ^ ^ i f H f^elijl' ^ f^ %^ 
# r ^ STFTPfr f M ^ ^ # ^frr^ TT15# t q ^ 
25 
^ . 'ft. $m<wi4l sn^nft, ^ift^ 3iP|^ ^ ^ . ^ . cftTT¥ 
^ tTTf T^ rtR 3m: 3fT? 3fk ^TKcf % ^ 3 T ^ 
w ft^w f^ Trqr t I ^ w % ^M -^i 3fk 
jftTETR" % ^iR^ W f^ ?rg?- ^ f ^ M ^ f^4)l^d 
' ^ J sfiT ^ ^ W y ^ ^TT^ Jjf^ +<H I I f^  
q i f # qfT f^^m: m^ ^ ^ ^ S^K m? ^ ^ ^ , 
?tf 3nf^  # ^ %f^ ^ , 1995 ^ \^\^^H t 
w 3nt^ i%m I d< :^jyK qr^n" 3-8^1 ^rp" w ^ 
f ^ cTTf% c^qRdd % cTtrfr ^ T r^ra" q ^ % ^ J M 
qr T q^ J^TTC; I 
f%^  T r J n - | | 6 4 ^ ^ x 6 4 ^ ^ x 6 4 t 
ift q ^ t 4 % q^^  # t^f^ TEprr ^ nf I I q x ^ 
^ t ^ ^ 1000 ^jf^41 %%XT; i^fT^ I I 64 t Tfr 
X 64 ^ ^ X 64 ^ ifr i:r^5# ^ 10 f^T 'fT 
1 ^ i^ iTT ^ t ^irm w T^^ KTT t 3ftT 16 ^ ^ 
^ qr # 1 " 3fT«nT ?¥ ^ |- I F T ^ ^ arm^q^ 
?^a%T f ^ f ^ sfFTFT 3ik m"?Pi" # f ^ « r ar^ ^sTratr 
^ % R^TPT % ^ ^w: t ^ HI" ^ J ^ ^ l l 
I I 
f% f ^ vTfttT qra^ irg- TTcPFT q;^ ^sT ^vra" ll 
q r ^ ^ ^ yfci^iPld ^ R ^ I I w^ z-w^-ss^ 
T3Ttr ^ aiMcbiRcb fiT5#, wra" ^ ^ , HgiRjJid, 
^ i ^ , ?rg# ^T f^5^  3fk 3p^ ^rg^ ^ ^ ^ q ^ 
^ t , s^ra- ?rf ^ g^ rTT ^jf^iil' # 3;^!: ^ ?T#q" 
^Wf # ^ ^ t I fcl^cHrdJilH % f^ m53 Rera" 
2.5 ^ ^ q:TT. irq-. ^ ^ w ^ Tjir 70 % 
^ 2 % >;f^ ^ % i^PT 120 ^ ^ #Enf % ^ t r e ^ 
^nrr f ^ ^^nw I I 
t I ^ fMcT t ^^EfT% #if%x?: q ^ ^ l%T(fur 
3iJriR=td ^ % wq- f ^ wm I I 
'^ f ^ # ^ ^ ^ ^ qr '»fr qrirr afti ? ^ FHRCT 
^ HT[g- rUT ^ ^ ^ 5R^ I I 
^HT^  fcRm Snf^  WIT ^ ^ ^ HrHH % 
3ffcfftw ?^ qrjrt gRT f%^  ^ T^^ KTT I 1 m 
^ ^ mrr t f% q ^ % qra t t -IUCHM f^ ^ww 
f ^ w ?R5cTT t 3ik 4)ci^Mi % ?^ 5grar ?¥ qr 
f^  q«i t w T^iMT ^«Tw y p d ^ ?r 
26 
# wr^ % ;jqw ^ sfiT qr^ ^irit ^ ^ f ^ 
snf^  % srj^nr sr^^fr f%w?^ % ^ r ^ w Hq#rr 
¥ # ^rp" # ^ q^ qreTT, f ^ r ^ SMRT ST^ «^TT 
SIFTTR" cT^  ^ ^ t ^ q ^ W 5^q%T f%^ W 
•m^ f W f ^r f^ ^ ^ ^TTi^  ^ 9 ^ f f^ 
«^mT ^rp" J^TcT ^  sfn f ^ f ^ q ^ % VTRIT 
m T^F^  ^ i:^ ^ ^ I I ??prT airn: I f% ^ ^ ^ 
'Mr ^ ^fenj; g^rrr ^f^frqt ^ q^ikr 
% f q ^ SRT ^ ^ ^ qv(^ t q i ^ ^jf%4t # 
STTTji^  ##IT3: *d*\6<b ^ift^TWm ^ ^ q^ TST ^nU^ 
•^) 9^%4t w t^q r^ ^ fir^ Rnr 
qftl%rr oi^Rd^l' gKF ^jRd4i W f^cTW % ^ 
^^TCTFT ^ ^ cfr ^qq? srmpft ^ ^ ^ qsr ^ q ^ 
I I ^ q c ^ ^ q ^ srq^ tqf^rrq^ sr^mi % sTTsnr 
qr 3TTPTT sTTqr P^TDT %^ ^ f ^ J^TTH; rit f ^ ^ 
afti J M # i^Jmr t f^^rar ^ I 
3 ^ ^iinidi % qiRW '^STW q ^ 1^ 
^sM ^ ^ ^ # r % WW T ^ ^ qqi ^ qw^ 
q^ r n^q^  w^w 3iPicii4 t I i r r ^ f ^ t3Tt ^ ^r^ 
33Tq5^  ?TTq^  qTT% m q ^ ^Frpr ^ T ^ t I 
S-f^-oR- q ^ q§r 3il<H'4)|Rcb ^^^, W^ 
H ^ % qsrw 5^{^ ^rof qv^ STTOFT I I 
t^qiT % # t ^ T{#ff # f%^ w HqxTT I I 
^ Tlf^ ^f%4t t T M Piq^Hchi, w^ ^ w^ 
q i ^ f^f^T^ ^ ^ cijflc^d qvc% i^ quH %in" wr 
^RKTT I I T^^Fff t ^ y%?r ?t Trqr I f% 20% 
^ 50 % cf^ V ^ ^ fciquHij^jii ^ ^ f^jT^ T ^ 
I 3fr^  3 ^ HP^cTT % t^Tw q ^ ^ 3nf^ r^q^ crr 
^ 4000 ^5i+<lfLld (-^Rvlildd) ^f^rmt q^T qToT^  
f ^ w r^^ icTT t I T3;q5 w i ^ ^ #c w^ t 
eRT q i ^ ^; f^ fer errqcf 2425/- ? §trfr I I 
27 
q3ii q^TT # ^raf ^ ^ y-^Md ^ferq; CTT^FT 
1575/- ^ ^ ^ ^ l ^ q^cn" I I i : ^ %55^ ^ f f ^ 
^ j f ^ ^ 4 / - ^ # ^ t (16,000/^) ^ ^ qi^FT 
f^efTT ^ eTFRT 20,000/- ^ 3ll*i^<1 f%^ TTzn" 
I I 25% i R ^ ft^ ^ dt 1000 ^M ^ 5 0 / -
^ # ^ ^ W5q- 3TFT 50,000/- ? 3j|+feld fe^l 
30,000/- ^ I I 
;j«Tc^  ^rp" qr^ PT < ^ + K ^ ^ % ^ ^ w T^^ f^ i" 
ms^ qr^ PT, H^TI^FR, s f i ^ sfn n^feiifl ^ yH=h< 
^ ^ (Lhi^ Pi^ i) ##rq: # ?^ q ^ ^ OT^fpi ^^ PTT 
^ f ^ ^ ^ f^?p^ sfK ^ q # ^ Tfrcfr qrw^ T sftr 
HlfrrPfr % f tcTW %feP3; Sd^R^T^ f^crfPT sfiT 
cT^o^Mr y^mdi 5f5r#^TpT 3rf^ r^ v!TiTt SRT ^ 
f ^ q;5T^ , qr^ PT ^ f^R" ^  ^ ^ s w I I mw 
867 ipRRT % WTTPHR sfk <N+lcl 
^ T ^ Hc^lR IT^J^ 
f % ^ TttRPTcT 3ftT <j^<^d TcFPf q:^5# % # ^ T T^^^I^ 
^ 3 p ^ #fRFT ?ra^ 5^T?t ^ t I ?^ ^ ^f^et ^ ^ 
Hg:^ TTc^ 'pr i:r^i# # 66% 3 1 T N ^ 13:^ 5^  I I 1987 ^ 
1997 rT^ # sraft" ii" 3fr¥ff 1000 S f i h f t ^ IT^5# SRT y^ l<HH 
^ gTT ^ I ?¥ argfir ^ q ; ^ # t^^ srr Jr ^^ qt^r 
3rnT-q^ra" ^ §3n" qr, ? t f^ 1997 ^ rr^ # ^?te^ 
3 ^ s?t 1 
<J41<td q:^ 5# =^ ?t^ tfT t f¥ arafir # cfiiT# ^ ^ 
M Tifr sfr I 1988 % 3rf lH#Ri q:^5# # ^5flfr q ^ «ftl 
1997 t ^iHd'K 3fk n^3f#s f^mrait ^ fw 979 q^<^d 
'Trat w y-^HH fan" qr I 
^ ir^ T inp anr an? ^ ^TTTRTR ^ ^ , w^^urc ^ ^ . 
868 TTIRT^  % \wm^ f ^ % -^ - ^ 
m\{\^ % >qqT^ f ^ % ^ ^ , grre^m", fM ' , 
grati" % ?^fftq; ift^t q ^ ;?fTfr | i 1996 # trat ir^ ?frr[t 
^ wiitf^nftf^ ^er^f^^ y ^ «n" I ? ^ sMrar 
wT#q wMRf t # ^ anqrq- % # r % ^ro^ fft. 
iftfr gr^ TT ^ ^ q^ I^ f t q^ I 1 WT%r f^ MUM'+^ dl' # 
80-125/- ? % «?t^  P^T TT ^ i t ^ ^ yfrT f^ ^ 225-250/-
^. ^ t ^ I 1 5T^-^5tf^ tTqf; qife^ %^ ft^ % WW 
1996 t g;t f M w ^nap ^ I I s'Hferq: ?«Ti#q q*?^ 
anmfM q^ STFT f^ g% ifrJt WTVITT # ak %^#fcT f t 
qqr ^ I 
# i][TT i ^ 3IR anf ^ ^sif^ ^ ^ ^ , « t f ^ l ' ^ 
869 qfl^ nr w w ^ [^^HI;^^ f ^ ^ 
flf^ fqi qWqr amrrw ^ ^ 8-2-98 ^ q;^ arniw 
gRT q ^ ^ q ^ 6.07 jfr ^rarf ^ fcrf^ p " Rf^r^^M^ ET^WF 
w srarp^ f ^ q T l 4 0 0 f ^ q r ^ q T % ? ^ p ^ 2,800/-
? t ^ j ^ 3fp # ^ # y ^ ^ %%q; w f ^ I 
28 
"1^ wj |3TT ^ <N<t^M ?iter ^^ter 7-3-'98 
# f^TTiT # m f3rr ?Tr I ? F # " J S ^ ^Rit 70 ^ jfr 
sfrr ^'terf 42 ^ ifr sfr I ^^rw 'JTK 75 f% w qr i 
^ t ^ iTT^  anr 3TT^  ^ # e r f ^ ^TT, +it;i{ ^ m ^ 
8 7 0 cb|[+HI^I ^T^ # lidHllfdH 
•tfSf^ jt?r % ii^Hiil2n' f^j^jm^r ^ w t m # ^#rr % 
I sftT ? # V w ^ ^ W?^ I I W&JI<u|dqi Jffer ^ sfiT 
f^ n^ Rmtr gm ^ ^ t ^ ? ^ I I ?^ =n# atf^ RxTTT ^ t ^ 120 
tIT #?r^ g W 3TT?f3T ^ I" I 
"'blf '^li^ l TTfrW^ "trWiW ^ 6-2-1998 # ^^ lMc|<:fI 
PTW ^W (Hum^) ^ vTfe; w ^w^ % 437 ^p j^ f^^  
l^fcW=nl "^^9^ ?r 12 f^  ifl" i^ 3^ TftsTrr ^SW^ ^ 16 
jft r^^ fff ?r t r a^ TT^T qr i 
ijirr aftoftiT ^ 3ftT 3T£fr m^ gnfe qr I tw sMt? TT 
tftcT 3TrW # i H T S T W t W % « r i 3 2 ^ T f r ^ 4 2 t i f r 
?re # ?Rlf t^r # 'T l^nt Tt 35-40 eRlf ^ f^TI5%qT 
3 r f ^ «fl"l 
wf 128 f% TT tr^ iifl" ^ sfr 3fK "jirT 1% W 7.50/-
# tnr iTTFr anr m% %• n^f^ 'JTreT ar^ypT % ^ ^ trrr. 
871 q R R k t iT^ ^1 i^=bi< ^r^rar ^ 
'=tiNs|MV ^ . % t , ^ SfcIrK"! 18-12-'97 # TRT^ 12 
f% ifr ^ "r^ nfeTcT Q;^ siprra^ % ^s^ |3Tr qr i ?Tr# 
^ # ^ 202 ^ Tfl- efr I T^TT^ W 150 f% W ¥fR sfr ?Tr 
Tii5# ^ 400/- ?•. # t ^ f^ m I ?^ Rir ^ tjiiQR^ 
202 
168 
75.5 
68 
15 
33.5 
5.2 
36 
3 ^ sft^  'mi^ cf^ r t i^w(" '97 ^ ^ ii^ f r 
3 M ? ^TT^ sf^ i^tJT /p?fM#fcm" sftf^^Riiii qrir Tj^  eri 
f^ iT^ ^ l l -12- '97 sfiT ?CTR j t # 3fU ^T^ ^ 
17-12-'97 3{k 19-12-'97 ^ WT^ ^ ^ ^ ^ \ 
64 3fk 56 ^ ifr 2fr I ^T^ ^mt ^ i J S ^ craf q"?TBSTr 
64 aftr 65 -^  Tfr 3ftx ^Ejkif zrsnwT 57 # ( 55 ^ ift 
sfr I 
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